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Introduction
1.1

Background

FLOURISH is a multi-sector collaboration, helping to advance the successful implementation of
Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) in the UK by developing services and capabilities that
link user needs and system requirements.
Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAVs) are expected to play a key role in future transport.
They not only promise to address key safety issues associated with human-driven vehicles, but also
provide environmental, social and economic benefits. Within FLOURISH, Atkins, Aimsun and React
AI have investigated the potential application and impacts of CAVs in a road network where
Vehicle to Vehicle(V2V) communication and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication is
prevalent.
The purpose of this report is to describe the work carried out by Atkins and Aimsun, and to present
the results of the research and development work undertaken. This report also references the
work carried out by React AI in the FLOURISH project, and how it links to the work carried out by
Atkins and Aimsun.

1.2

Aims of FLOURISH WP4.6

The main goal of WP4.6 is to be able to turn the large amount of data in the traffic network into
actionable and optimised tasks. The simulation of Vehicle to Vehicle (V2V) communication and
Vehicle to Infrastructure communication (V2I) are aimed to be realised, where the latter case
includes the reciprocal Infrastructure to Vehicle communications. To achieve the main goal, the
following objectives were set for the development work:


To understand how to enable information from vehicles to be aggregated and captured by
other vehicles and the network;



To create a network that understands and analyses information within the traffic network and
generates travel advice;



To design a framework that enables CAVs to move collaboratively based on the information
from local CAVs; and

To achieve these objectives, Atkins’ development work focussed on creating a Rules Engine, that
would combine a selection of CAV applications. Working alongside Atkins to develop the Rules
Engine, Aimsun have built extensions to their simulation software, Aimsun Next, to prototype and
test applications in a virtual environment and have calibrated and validated a microsimulation
model of the Bristol Network in which these applications could be tested. The following section
explains the scope of a Rules Engine for a CAV ecosystem.

1.3

Background to Rules Engine

To capture the data within a Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANet) and to model the behaviour of
CAVs as a result of connectivity, a Rules Engine is used to provide benefits throughout the network
WP4 Rules Engine Final Deliverable_For Website
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as shown in Figure 1. This shows the Rules Engines and the connections to other components in the
traffic system.

Figure 1 - Overview of Rules Engines

Rules Engines are real-time (near real-time due to latency) data engines using a variety of
techniques for receiving, storing and publishing data. Within the Rules Engine, two overlapping
categories of applications can be considered:


Vehicle Rules Engine (VRE): Receives, processes and acts upon the data it receives from
other vehicles and infrastructure. Actions can include adjusting how the vehicle is driven
and the data that the vehicle transmits to other vehicles or infrastructure.



Network Rules Engine (NRE): processes and analyse the data submitted from multiple CAVs
in the network and the data collected from the infrastructure such as inductive loop
detectors and traffic signals. It is the aggregated Information Provider to all CAVs in the
network. With the aggregated traffic flow, CAV location and CAV movement information
from the infrastructure and individual CAV in the network, it calculates and provides
information such as predicted congestions, parking availability and route choice to all CAVs.

Within this project, the Rules Engine can be considered the combination of various applications
that utilise the data and communications available from a CAV ecosystem.

Data Flow
To develop the Rules Engines to process the data, it is essential to firstly understand what data is
available within the Intelligent Transport Network. This network includes both Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication architectures.
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The ITS-G5 standard by ETSI1, which supports the vehicular communication within the 5.9 GHz
frequency band, specifies the messages to be distributed within an ITS-G5 network. These include
the following messages:


Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM);



Signal Phase and Timing Extended Message (SPATEM);



MAP (topology) Extended Message (MAPEM); and

These messages will form the basis of data available to the Rules Engines. Further details of each
of the above messages is available in Appendix B.

Simulation
The focus of FLOURISH is data fusion for representing connectivity. With no existing infrastructure
and only a limited number of CAVs available for trialling (e.g. as part of live trials, such as those
conducted by other FLOURISH partners), an alternative approach based on simulations was utilised.
Traffic simulation aims to is to model the movements of vehicles and traffic flow with computer
software – this is widely used to test schemes, transport appraisals and junction designs. In
FLOURISH, the Rules Engine is developed as a plugin to the traffic simulation environment – Aimsun
Next. Aimsun Next is a traffic simulation software that enables the modelling of the movement and
behaviours of individual vehicles in a traffic network.
In the simulation environment, each time step consists of inputs and outputs that flow in and out
of the RE. This allows the RE to aggregate and analyse the information from the inputs and update
vehicle behaviour accordingly.
The RE will receive messages from Aimsun Next. These will be in the form of CAM, SPATEM and
MAPEM as discussed in Data Flow. The RE provides outputs based on the received messages in the
form of updated vehicle parameters, which will be passed to Aimsun Next to update the vehicle
behaviour in the computation of the next time step movement.
Possible vehicle parameter modifications include:

1



Vehicle speed;



Vehicle acceleration/deceleration;



Target lane;



Route choice.

https://www.etsi.org/technologies/automotive-intelligent-transport
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Aimsun Next Simulation Environment
Aimsun Next is an integrated transport modelling software for simulation of road users (including
cars, taxis, buses, trams and cyclists). It has the capability to model the behaviour of individual
vehicle units. It is therefore possible to represent the inherent variability present within the
vehicle fleet, and to test different types of vehicle capability (such as connected and autonomous
vehicles). The representation of CAVs within the simulation can consider different types of
behaviour (such as longitudinal following and gap acceptance) and different levels of vehicle
connectivity (such as vehicle-infrastructure and vehicle-vehicle). An additional API is required in
order to adequately represent these elements of the simulation. An API has been developed and
implemented as a plugin (V2X SDK) to Aimsun Next, permitting the modelling of data flows
between CAVs in the simulation. The V2X SDK consists of the following three libraries:




ADynamicAPI,
V2XFramework,
FlourishV2XFramework.

Figure 2 shows how these layers combine with the simulation software. A brief description of each
is given below, and further details are available in Appendix C.
Figure 2 - Aimsun Next Flourish Framework

Aimsun Next ADynamicAPI
The ADynamicAPI acts as the interface layer to the internals of Aimsun Next. For each simulator
step, it enables the rules engine to receive information about the state of each vehicle and then to
set new states based on the decisions made by the rules engine.
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V2X Framework
Developed by Aimsun and written in C++, the V2X framework is a programming tool that enables
the modelling of the Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET). It provides a collection of base C++
classes for simulating VANets, from which user defined derived classes can be developed to
prototype and test specific applications. The V2X framework links to the Aimsun Next simulation
environment through the Aimsun Next ADynamicAPI.

FLOURISH V2X Framework
The FLOURISH V2X Framework, developed by Atkins, is derived from the base V2X Framework
described above, fully defining the classes that remain abstract in the V2X Framework. This allows
the development of the FLOURISH rules engines to be done without the need to interfere with the
V2X Framework.

2.1

Model Development

Within Aimsun Next, three road network models have been built, with which to develop and test the
RE:


Simple Model – A simple network of 2 lane roads and signalised junctions.



M32 Bristol Model – A model encompassing the M32, linking the M4 with central Bristol. The
model is a subnetwork of the Bristol Extended Model and is based on validated traffic
demands.



Bristol Extended Model – A model of the Bristol city centre road network, also extending to
the north, up to Filton road.

The models used for the testing of each application were chosen based on the road
environment each application is most suited to. Testing on the simple model enabled quick
analysis across a range of junctions and lane configurations. It’s smaller size also means larger
numbers of simulations can be run. The M32 model provides a motorway environment needed
to test the capability of specific applications. The rules engine applications section of this
report describes how each of the models provides different opportunities to quantify the
benefits of each application. The following sections describe the scope and composition of
each of the models. Furthermore, the calibration and validation of the Bristol Extended Model
is described. This provides the assurance that the model is a realistic representation of the real
Bristol road network. Simplified representations of each of the models are shown in the Figures
below.
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Figure 3 - Simple Model

Figure 4 - M32 Model (All roads inside the dotted line are included in the model)
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Figure 5 - Bristol Extended Model

In addition to the full road network geometry, road types, signalling and road infrastructure, the
Aimsun Next simulation models also specify the following:






Demand: Time dependent Origin Destination Matrices or Traffic States.
Control: Detailed description of the intersections (including traffic lights, give-ways, stops).
Transit priority, actuated control.
Public Transport Plan: Routes and timetables of public transport.
Behavioural parameters: Parameters for the behaviour of vehicles such as reaction times
and overtaking behaviours
Vehicles types in network: The different vehicles simulated in the traffic network. The
vehicle types used in this project are described in the vehicle type section below.

Vehicle Types
The full list of vehicle types specified across the models are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1 – Vehicle types

Vehicle Type

Description

Attributes in Aimsun Next

UK_Car

Standard car without
connected capability. RE

Max acceleration: 3 m/s2
Max deceleration: 6 m/s2
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applications do not apply to
this vehicle class.

Max desired speed: 110 km/h
Reaction time: 0.8 s
Reaction time at stop: 1.2 s
Reaction time for front vehicle
at traffic light: 1.7 s

Heavy vehicle class without
connected capability. RE
applications do not apply to
this vehicle class.

UC5/UC6

Max acceleration: 1 m/s2
Max deceleration: 5 m/s2
Max desired speed: 85 km/h
Reaction time: 0.8 s
Reaction time at stop: 1.3 s
Reaction time for front vehicle
at traffic light: 1.7 s

Connected Car

Standard car with connected
capability. RE applications are
implemented with this vehicle
class.

Max acceleration: 3 m/s2
Max deceleration: 6 m/s2
Max desired speed: 110 km/h
Reaction time: 0.8 s
Reaction time at stop: 1.2 s
Reaction time for front vehicle
at traffic light: 1.7 s

2.2

Bristol Extended Model validation

Flourish as a project is focussed in the Bristol area, and therefore the urban region of Bristol city
centre, and the suburbs to its north, have been selected as a use case for testing the rules engine.
Figure 5 shows the extent of the region that was modelled. This was achieved by importing a
strategic model of the Bristol region from SATURN.
The Bristol extended model has the following characteristics:









Size (km): 11,00 x 8,50
Network type: Urban & Suburban
Number of Centroids: 258
Number of Detectors: 82 (SCOOT detector stations)
Number of sections: 1969
Number of nodes: 655
Type of signal controllers: Fixed (SCOOT Averages)
Simulation time: 12-hour demand (typical weekday)
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Data from multiple sources was used to develop the model at a microscopic level. This included
the following:












SATURN Validation Data: Section count data year 2013 for the validation of the Saturn
model.
SCOOT Loop detector data – 625 individual traffic loop detectors located along major
streets across Bristol. For each detector on the network, traffic counts are provided with 15
- minute aggregation level for an entire 24-hour period over 2017. The aggregation and
cleaning process of the individual detectors resulted in 82 detector stations and turn count
points.
Aerial photographs – Aerial photographs and photo logs were used to collect information
about roadway geometry and, in some cases, to help identify bottleneck locations and the
extent of queuing. Depending on the area, these analyses have relied on photographs that
were already available or photographs from online sources such as Google Maps.
Regional travel demand models – Regional travel demand model was used to obtain
information about traffic flow patterns between defined origin and destination zones. OD
demand matrix produced by travel demand models were used as seed matrices in Aimsun
Next. These matrices were then subsequently profiled to produce flows better matching
observed vehicle counts and to develop a series of 15-min OD matrices capturing the
observed changes in traffic patterns across a morning and midday peak travel period.
Signal timing plans – Signal timing plans for signalized intersections were obtained from the
Saturn model. In some cases, green times were adjusted to increase or limit the capacity of
specific stages based on the detector count data. Manual checks had to be performed to
ensure the correct definition of the provided control plans.
Transit information – Information about the transit routes and schedules were obtained
from the agencies operating the services being modelled (Traveline transit data).
Network model – Network model with geographical representation of the network at
microscopic level in Aimsun Next has been used to create the network graph of Bristol city.

Calibration and Validation
Calibration and validation of the Bristol extended model was undertaken with the following threestep process:
1. Demand adjustment at the macroscopic level to ensure validity of the static OD demand
representation and its distribution given in traffic assignment, first with Saturn Validation
Count Data and then with processed SCOOT detector station data.
2. Calibration of the microscopic model with traffic counts of SCOOT detector station data.
3. Validation of the microscopic model with dynamic OD demand.
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Output Measurements
Network wide measurements taken to provide a control for the model include:







Delay Time
Travel Time
Flow
Speed
Number of Stops
Number of lane changes

The measurements are defined as follows2:

2



Delay time: Average delay time (s) per vehicle per kilometre. This is the difference
between the expected travel time (the time it would take to traverse the system under
ideal conditions) and the travel time. It is calculated as the average of all vehicles and then
converted into time per kilometre.



Travel time: Average time (s) a vehicle needs to travel one kilometre inside the network.
This is the mean of all the single travel times (exit time - entrance time) for every vehicle
that has crossed the network, converted into time per kilometre.



Flow: Average number of vehicles per hour that have passed through the network during
the simulation period. The vehicles are counted when leaving the network via an exit
section.



Speed: Average speed of the vehicles (km/h), either at a network level or for individual or
groups of road sections.



Number of stops: Number of stops per vehicle per kilometre, either at a network level or
for individual or groups of road sections.



Number of lane changes: Average number of lane changes, either at a network level or for
individual or groups of road sections.

Aimsun User Manual: qthelp://aimsun.com.aimsun.8.2/doc/UsersManual/StatisticalSimulationResults.html
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Rules Engine Applications
4.1

Rules Engine Use Cases

The performance and impacts of CAVs and connected infrastructure were evaluated for a range of
different scenarios, and a range of different applications. For the purposes of this work, scenarios
and applications are defined below. Combined, a scenario and application refer to a specific “use
case”.
Scenario refers to a network situation, and the characteristics of that situation. In traditional
transport planning and modelling applications, the use of “peak” and “off-peak” traffic flow
volumes may be considered to constitute different scenarios. Scenarios also include atypical
situations which may require intervention – such as an accident, a lane closure or an air quality
event.
Application describes the mechanism of action to invoke a network or vehicle level rules engine in
response to a specific situation or event.
Rule Engine is used to describe the combination of applications on the network and vehicle level.

4.2

Selection of Applications

The Connected Vehicle Applications in CVRIA (Connected Vehicle Reference Implementation
Architecture)3 provides an extensive list of potential applications for CVs and CAVs. In the CVRIA,
applications are organised by group and further by type. Four types of Connected Vehicle
Applications are defined: Environmental, Mobility, Safety and Support. Across these four types, the
following 5 groups of applications were identified as having an alignment with Flourish:






Sustainable Travel;
Traffic Network;
Traffic Signals;
Traveller Information; and
V2V Safety.

From these types, an initial ‘long list’ of applications were identified according to their relevance
to the overarching project. These were as follows:









3

Eco-Approach and Departure;
Dynamic Eco-Routing;
Eco-Ramp Metering;
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control;
Speed Harmonisation;
Queue Warning;
Intelligent Traffic Signal System;
Dynamic Routing;

CVRIA applications: http://www.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/applications.html
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Transit Signal Priority;
Freight Signal Priority;
Traveller Information – Smart Parking;
Situational Awareness;
Tailgating Advisory;
Intermittent Bus Lanes;
Slow Vehicle Warning.

To refine this initial selection, the criteria set out in Appendix A was used to prioritise the
applications. The applications chosen for development were; cooperative adaptive cruise control,
eco-approach, speed harmonisation, queue warning and transit/freight signal priority. Table 2 shows
the evaluation of prioritised applications. Columns A-E refer to the evaluation criteria discussed in
Appendix A, with scoring referenced from Table 11.
Table 2 - Prioritised applications (see Table 10 for guidance)

BA - Traffic
Transport
CDNetwork
Demand Environmental
E - Financial
Safety
Capacity and
and
Performance
Sustainability
Performance Mobility
Cooperative Adaptive
Cruise Control
Eco-Approach and
Departure

2

-1

1

2

1

1

0

2

1

-1

Speed Harmonisation

2

1

1

1

1

Freight / Transit Signal
Priority

-1

2

0

1

1

Queue Warning

1

0

1

2

-1

When evaluating the application’s potential benefits, financial considerations are particularly
contentious; in particular, the ability for the CAV application to replace existing fixed infrastructure
has been considered. These are scored negatively where the application will likely require additional
infrastructure (beyond what is currently deployed).
Table 3 – Scoring definition

Score

Meaning

-1

Highly undesirable

0

Undesirable

1

No impact / Negligible impacts / Mixed
impacts

2

Desirable
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Prioritised Applications
A brief definition of each of the prioritised applications can be found below:
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) forms platoons on motorways and dual carriageways
by allowing a following vehicle to accelerate to the speed of its leader up until a specified
headway. Once the optimal headway is achieved the following vehicle matches the speed of the
leader. This process repeats until there are many vehicles travelling at the same speed at optimal
headway known as a ‘platoon’. Vehicles may leave the platoon when their route deviates from the
motorway.
Eco-approach is used to optimise a vehicle’s speed in order to pass a traffic light on a green
signal. It uses the signalling information transmitted by the nearby infrastructure to determine the
optimal speed that a vehicle must travel (within legal limitations) to allow it to clear the junction.
This information must be used in conjunction with live traffic data or a model which simulates the
behaviour of a queue that may have built up if the signal is on red when the vehicle is
approaching. In the event that the vehicle cannot make the signal when on green (as would be
travelling at an illegally high speed, or a speed so low that it would disrupt traffic flow) it will
decelerate in the most eco-friendly manner available.
Speed Harmonisation causes a change to the vehicle’s recommended speed when known hazards
or monitored adverse conditions are detected. Examples of known hazards include bottlenecks in
the road and special events that the traffic system is aware of, while monitored adverse conditions
include weather such as fog or snow, and unplanned incidents leading to congestion.
Queue warning enables vehicles involved in a queue event to broadcast their queued status to
nearby upstream vehicles with the aim of preventing rear-end collisions. This warning occurs well
in advance of any collision scenario, thus providing a driver with abundant time to decelerate
gradually and avoid crashing into the car in front or causing secondary collisions through heavy or
emergency braking. 4
Freight Signal Priority works in a similar fashion to providing priority to public transport vehicles
in that a specific vehicle class is given priority. However, rather than giving priority to incentivise
travel by public transport, freight signal priority is likely to be used for other reasons. For
example, freight vehicles generally have higher rates of emissions, and therefore it is desirable to
minimising idling and accelerating movements. This application may also offer economic benefits,
offering reduced journey times on key arterial routes.

4

http://local.iteris.com/cvria/html/applications/app52.html#tab-3
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Benefits
Table 4 gives an overview of the potential benefits of each of the prioritised applications.
Table 4 – Likely Connected vehicle application benefits

Application
5

CACC

Throughput benefit

Environmental benefit

Social Benefits

Allows more vehicles to fit
into one lane by reducing
distance between vehicles.

Secondary benefit to a
more fluid transport
environment with
fewer disturbances is
a more fuel-efficient
operation with lower
emissions.

Less congestion
which leads to
better driver
satisfaction, more
reliable journey
times and
potentially fewer
accidents as speed
and headway are set
to safer figures.

Reduction of traffic
disturbances in the
upstream direction which
can reduce traffic jams and
increase overall average
speeds

5

Eco-approach

Encourages smooth driving
conditions with gradual
acceleration and
deceleration leading to a
more fluid traffic flow.

Reduced fuel
consumption and
tailpipe emissions, as
vehicles are prevented
from unnecessary
deceleration and
stopping.

Reduced tail-end
collisions due to
reduced rate of
deceleration at stop
lines.

Speed
Harmonisation

Less sudden deceleration
which can have knock-on
effects to vehicles behind
and congestion build up.

More gradual
deceleration and
acceleration is better
for fuel consumption.

Reduces magnitude
of speed drops which
reduces the
probability of
collisions where
free-flowing traffic
meets the back of a
queue6.

Queue Warning

Prevents rear-end collisions
which cause incidents and
therefore congestion.

Direct vehicle benefits
of reduced
decelerating
movements (e.g.
particulate from brake
and tyre wear)

Reduction in
collisions results in
less congestion and
therefore a more
reliable road
network.

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/research/safety/13045/003.cfm

6

Performance Benefits of Connected Vehicles for Implementing Speed Harmonization, Volume 15, 2016,
Pages 459-470, Dowling, Nevers, Jia, Skabardonis, Krause, Vasudevan
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Indirect benefits of
reduced congestion.
Freight/Transit
Signal Priority

4.3

Allows more reliable
journey times for
freight/transit vehicles.

Large polluting
vehicles can avoid
braking or coming to a
standstill, which
reduces energy loss
and therefore
polluting emissions
being released.

Reduction in large
polluting vehicles
siting n traffic
produces a cleaner
environment in built
up areas.

Development Methodology

Figure 6 outlines the iterative process undertaken to deploy the prioritised rules engines applications
within the simulation environment, for testing and performance assessment.
Figure 6 – Rules engine application development methodology
Identification of levers for vehicle and network:
Identify the outputs from the simulation environment
that will be needed for the applications as well as
the required outputs from each application into the
sim.

Pseudo-code and logic chain: Development of the
logic behind each application, to understand the
dependencies and limitations of the application.
This logic (in the form of flow charts) can then be
turned into basic pseudcode.

Code implementation: Implementation of the
pseudo-code into C++ to enable integration with the
Aimsun Next simulation environment.

Iteration: By testing the application within the
simulation environment, iterations of the
development process can be undertaken to resolve
issues and improve performance of the application.

4.4

Application Logic

For the chosen applications described in section 4, logic flow charts have been developed. These
explain the overall logic of the applications, the criteria to be met for deployment, and the actions
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taken when they are. The flow charts do not, however, use the function language of the V2X
Framework.

Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC)
Figure 7 shows a diagram of a scenario when a CACC application could be triggered. A CV is
approaching a platoon and as such receives the speed of its leader (the closest preceding vehicle).
The CV will accelerate up to the leader until an optimum headway is achieved. At this point the
desired speed of the CV is modified to be equal to its leader’s speed and as such it joins the back
of the platoon safely and efficiently, thus avoiding a rear-end collision.

Figure 7 - Diagram of potential CACC application scenario

Figure 8 8 shows the full logic flow chart of implementing CACC. As shown below, the CACC
application will only be activated if both the follower and leader are CVs. This is to ensure that a
CV is not adjusting its speed based on the behaviour of a non-connected human driver as this may
be unpredictable and erratic.
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Figure 8 - Flow Chart Logic for CACC Application

Eco-approach
Figure 9Figure 9 illustrates a situation when eco-approach could be activated. At a specified
distance (here shown arbitrarily as 200m) from the signal, the vehicle will assess whether or not at
its current speed it will meet the traffic light at a green signal, taking into account the slowing
effects of a queue. If it will meet the traffic light at a green signal, no further action is taken,
however if that is not the case, a best-case scenario or optimum speed will be proposed which is
defined as; the maximum legal speed the vehicle can travel at and reach the signal on a green
light. Else, the vehicle will resort to a minimum specified speed so that it slows down in a
controlled manner and does not disrupt traffic flow more than is necessary to avoid collision.
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Figure 9 - Diagram of potential Eco-approach application scenario

The effects of a queue building up will impact the optimum speed. Without constant monitoring of
live traffic data, the accuracy of the queue model will have significant implications on the
effectiveness of the eco-approach application. Figure 10 shows the eco-approach scenario but with
a queue built in and the attributes of the queue labelled in line with Figure 11.

Figure 10 - Diagram of Eco-Approach scenario with Queue
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Figure 11 plots the characteristics of the queue with respect to the signal sequence where tq
represents the time it will take for the queue to travel distance dq (the length of the queue from
the light signal to the back bumper of the last car) once the light signal becomes green, d is the
distance from the front bumper of the connected vehicle approaching the queue to the back
bumper of the last vehicle in the queue and vq is the velocity of the queue platoon. All queue
parameters are modelled at the point in which the CV in question is a distance dmax (in the case of
the diagram, 200m) from the signal. The red and green dotted lines represent the time at which
the signal changes to the colour of the line i.e. the first red dotted line represents the signal
changing from green to red (assumed instantaneous and ignoring amber and amber red signals).
The gradient of the slopes in Figure 11 (top) and (middle) will be determined by the assumption
that a constant rate of vehicles join the queue and vehicles pass the signal (and therefore are said
to leave the queue) at a different, also constant rate. By aligning these graphs as shown below,
when a CV reaches dmax at any particular time in the signal sequence, the time it will take the
queue to clear, the distance the CV is from the end of the queue and the velocity of the queue
platoon can be determined and from that an optimum speed can be calculated. This speed is a
one-off recommendation of constant speed which should be maintained for the remaining distance
that the CV must travel before it reaches the end of the queue platoon (and as such moves at the
speed of the platoon, vq) or the signal if there is no queue. The optimum speed is the maximum
legal speed which allows the CV in question to pass the signal when it is on ‘green’ or if that is not
possible above a specified minimum speed then the minimum speed becomes optimum.
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Figure 11 - Plots of Queue parameters in Eco-Approach Application time of queue(top), distance of
CV from end of queue (middle), velocity of queue platoon (bottom)

Figure 12 shows the flow chart of logic to determine if and how the eco-approach application is
deployed assuming that no queue builds up. The logic focuses on the situation that the signal be on
red if the vehicle approaches at its current speed, and therefore lowers the speed of the vehicle to
ensure that the vehicle reaches the signal as it turns green. There will be a minimum speed that
the vehicle can travel at to avoid vehicles blocking traffic and building up congestion 200m from a
signal when there is a long wait for signal change.
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Figure 12 - Flow Chart Logic for Eco-Approach Application

Speed Harmonisation
Figure 14 illustrates an example of when the speed harmonisation application could be activated.
The diagram consists of vehicles travelling down a road and a CV detects snow ahead. The vehicle
reduces its speed based on a recommended speed in the database and performs other actions such
as no lane changes and increased headway based on information in the table. It then sends this
message to vehicles behind so that they can adjust their behaviour, reducing the risk of accidents
in hazardous conditions. Recommended speeds are designed to override speed limits when
activated. This would ensure that there is no need for sudden braking which can cause congestion
or preventable unsafe conditions.
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Figure 13 Diagram of potential Speed Harmonisation application scenario

Figure 15 shows the full logic flow chart of how and when the speed harmonisation application will
be activated which is split into the processes for sending and receiving messages.
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Figure 14 Flow Chart Logic for Speed Harmonisation Application

Table 5 gives some examples of hazards or conditions which could occur and the actions that could
be recommended in the look up table.

Table 5 - Example of Look Up Table for Speed Harmonisation

Event

Link

Recommended speed
(m/s)

Implement At
distance (m)

Headway (s)

Bottleneck

10

Desired speed*(1(0.75*T/30))

100m from
received message

5

Snow

All

Desired speed*(1(0.5*T/30))

100m from
received message

10

T = time since first warning message received
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Queue Warning
Figure 16 shows an example of queue warning detection. When a vehicle in link 2 experiences
comparatively slow speeds compared with the speed limit and therefore broadcasts to the network
that it is part of a queue, vehicles in link 1 will be notified and reduce their speed as necessary to
avoid a collision (but only if multiple vehicles ahead of it are broadcasting queued status).
Figure 15 Diagram of Queue Warning application

Figure 17 shows the logic flow chart for the application of Queue Warning.
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Figure 16 Flow Chart Logic for Queue Waning application; send(left), receive (right)

Freight Signal Priority
Figure 18Figure 17 shows an example of when freight signal prioritisation may occur. It features a
freight vehicle approaching a signal on a slip road coming off a motorway. The scenario assumes
that under normal signal sequencing the freight vehicle would not make the already green light,
and as such will be forced to come to a standstill on an inclined hill. The environmental
implications of this are significant as freight vehicles are usually highly polluting, and the energy
required to accelerate from standstill up a hill is much greater than that of a standard passenger
car. If a freight vehicle is detected, and the light has not been extended on green for longer than a
maximum set time, the green signal will be extended to allow the polluting freight vehicle to pass
without stopping.
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Figure 17 Diagram of Freight Signal Priority Application at a Slip Road

Figure 19 shows another example of a situation when a freight vehicle may request signal
prioritisation. It depicts a T- junction in which vehicles are approaching from all 3 directions and
currently the freight vehicle will not make a green signal. In the same way as the slip road
example, the signal will extend its green light if the sequence has not been extended on green
past a certain maximum time limit. This allows the freight vehicle to avoid stopping, thus giving
the vehicle more flexibility to reach delivery time targets.

Figure 18 Diagram of Freight Signal Priority Application at a T-junction

Figure 20 shows the full logic flow diagram for implementing freight signal application from the
signal’s point of view.
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Figure 19 Flow Chart for Freight/Transit Signal Priority application
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4.5

Achieving Network Variation

There are a number of variables that can be used in the simulation to create multiple scenarios.
The main variables considered are:
1. Proportion of connected vehicles: often referred to as penetration level, models the penetration
of CAVs on the network and allows to evaluate the impact of other variables for varying levels of
CAV uptake on the network;
2. Compliance distributions: models the extent to which drivers respond to information delivered
directly into the vehicle;
3. Traffic demand: defined by the OD matrices for each simulation model;
4. Time period: the main Bristol model is one day long, but different sub-scenarios can be created
to test different time periods, e.g. shorter daily time periods (e.g. AM, PM).
The performance of the simulated network will vary in space and time according to the inherent
variability of these dimensions, and the interplay between these, and with network control
elements. Combinations of these variables can be used to create specific scenarios.

4.6

Methodology of testing

Out of the five prioritised applications CACC, Speed Harmonisation and Eco-Approach were
selected to be further developed in the simulation environment. These applications were
considered as the most feasible from a technical perspective and also as some of the applications
that can be sooner implementable in real-world road networks. The CACC and SH were then tested
using the models described in section 2. Parameters were varied as outlined in Table 6.

Table 6 Situational modelling scenarios of Rules Engine applications
Application

Models Used

CACC

Penetration levels %
0,10,25,50,75,100



M32 model

Speed Harmonisation

0,10,25,50,75,100


M32 model

Performance Measures








Delay Time
Number of Lane
Changes
Speed variation
Average Speed
Delay Time
Number of Lane
Changes

The CACC and SH were designed to only activate when a connected vehicle was on a motorway
environment, and therefore in order to examine the actual impacts of these applications more
closely, the M32 model was deemed the most suitable model for testing both applications.
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Results
5.1

Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control

The Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control aims to improve traffic conditions by creating localised
groups of CVs that adjust their speed together to form platoons when on motorways. This cooperative behaviour could increase safety by reducing lane changing on motorways and increase
efficiency by reducing the combined drag forces on cars in a platoon.
To measure the effectiveness of the application, CACC was tested in the M32 Bristol Model, for a
90-minute period during inter-peak demand to represent free flow conditions during which
adaptive cruise control would be beneficial. The model was run for six different scenarios and at
each scenario the CV penetration rate was 0%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% respectively. Each
simulation scenario was tested with 15 random seeds. Table 7 below summarises the relevant
results of the simulations.

The performance measures for the CACC application are:







CV Penetration Level
Delay Time – All (sec/km)
Delay Time – no-CV (sec/km)
Delay Time – CV (sec/km)
Flow – All (veh/hr)
Number of Lane Changes – All (#/km/hr)
Table 7 – M32 model simulation results for CACC.

CV
Penetration
Level

0%

10%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Delay Time –
All (sec/km)

38.24

38.45

39.26

38.67

39.24

40.64

Delay Time –
no-CV
(sec/km)

39.44

39.51

40.38

39.51

39.77

N/A

Delay Time –
CV (sec/km)

N/A

40.46

41.15

40.37

40.78

42.2

Flow – All
(veh/hr)

11637

11659

11666

11650

11602

11666

Number of
Lane
Changes –
All (#/km)

1238.06

1239.00?

1225.57

1202.99

1164.48

1144.75
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Overall delay time of the network is not considerably affected by an increase in CV penetration
levels and shows no significant overall trend. While a small delay increase might be expected from
the CACC prohibiting some overtaking, the results show that overall the CACC would not have a
negative effect on the road network overall. The consistent levels of flow throughout each of the
penetration levels demonstrate that the number of vehicles in the simulation remains consistent in
each simulation experiment, hence showing that the introduction of CACC does not generate
queues at the entry of the model network that prevent traffic entering the network. Some
variation is observed due to the stochastic nature of the network loading
There is a gradual decrease in the number of lane changes as shown in Figure 21. Additionally,
when only considering the southbound section of the M32 and not the included side roads in the
network, the number of lane changes per vehicle decreased by 19.3%, from 2.69 to 2.17. This
demonstrates the effect the CACC has on overtaking on motorways when CVs with CACC have a
high penetration rate.
Figure 20 - Number of lane changes per km of road - All vehicles

Number of lane changes per km of road - All
vehicles
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Figure 21 - Number of lane changes per vehicle on southbound M32 - All vehicles
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Average vehicle speed on the M32 southbound motorway section is not significantly affected by the
CACC application. While it may have been expected to see a reduction in speed variation due to
the cooperative nature of the CACC, the coefficient of variation (i.e. standard deviation of vehicle
speed divided by the mean speed), is not significantly affected. This is likely due to the fact that
the CACC allows platooning to form at a range of different speeds.

Figure 22 - Average vehicle speed (km/h) on southbound M32 - All vehicles

Average vehicle speed (km/h) on southbound
M32 - All vehicles
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Figure 23 - Coefficient of variation of vehicle speed on southbound M32 - All vehicles
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In conclusion, the outputs measured from simulations carried out on the M32 Bristol Model, show
that a CACC system for CVs can have positive effects in reducing lane changing in a motorway
environment, by forming platoons. The simulations carried out suggest that these become
noticeable when CVs are present at penetration levels of greater than 25%. This suggests that
platoons begin to form more consistently at 25% CV penetration levels. The minimal increase to
overall delay time, and lack of an effect on average vehicle speed demonstrates that the CACC
does not negatively affect the network when CVs are present at any penetration level.

5.2

Speed Harmonisation

The Speed Harmonisation application aims to provide safety benefits to the network through speed
coordination (reduction of speed variations between vehicles) when specific potentially unsafe
events or conditions occur, for example poor weather conditions. The application enables the
sending of messages between CVs to warn of an increased risk and to provide a speed advisory,
aiming to cause a reduction in network-level speed and prohibit unnecessary lane changing that
will in turn limit the number of unsafe vehicle interactions. The application was tested on the M32
Bristol Model to provide a multi-lane network, where a speed reduction during poor weather
conditions (e.g. snow and/or ice on the road) would be necessary. For this analysis the model was
run for a 3-minute interpeak period, to represent free flow motorway conditions. At the 45th
second of the simulation the first weather warning was delivered to the first 50 CVs to enter the
simulation. The message then propagated back through the network when vehicles moved into
range of a CAM with a warning message incorporated. The model was run for six different scenarios
and at each scenario the CV penetration rate was 0%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% respectively.
Each simulation scenario was tested with 15 random seeds.
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The performance indicators for the Speed Harmonisation application are:






average speed (km/h):
delay time (s/km)
imposed delay time (s/km)
number of lane changes per kilometre (#/km)
number of lane changes per vehicle (#/veh)

Figure 25 compares the imposed delay time of CVs and the imposed delay time of non-CVs at
different CV penetration levels. The imposed delay time refers to the difference in delay time
between traffic conditions where no Speed Harmonisation is activated (0% penetration of CVs) and
the delay time with Speed Harmonisation active in the CVs that penetrate the network.

The results show that at low CV penetration rates of 10% and 25% the delay time for non-CVs is
reduced. From analysing the Aimsun Next simulations, it can be determined that in these scenarios
the non-CVs are still able to weave between traffic and overtake the slowing CVs. This possibly
poses a risky situation due to lane changing and increased speed variations. Therefore, more
beneficial results are found at penetration rates of 50% and beyond when the non-CV delay time
increases. This delay increase shows that the Speed Harmonisation behaviour changes in the CVs
(reduction in speed and no lane changes) leads to a gradual reduction in speed of all road users,
which is the intention of the application.
Figure 24 - Change in delay with Speed Harmonisation

Change in delay with Speed Harmonisation
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The impact on non-CVs as the penetration level of CVs increases can also be seen through the
measurement of average speed (km/h). Figure 26 shows that while the CV average speed has little
correlation to the penetration (as CVs are by default compliant with the speed advisory), the nonCV average speed reduces at CV penetration levels greater than 25%. This proves that the traffic
calming effects of Speed Harmonisation are transferred to non-CVs as long as the penetration level
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of CVs is high enough. Figure 26 also shows that warning messages propagate well between CVs
even at low penetration levels, proven by the 2.32 km/h difference in average speed of CVs and
non-CVs even at a 10% penetration level and remains significantly lower than the reference speed
of 39.63km/h in all scenarios.
Figure 25 - Average Speed with Speed Harmonisation
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The Speed Harmonisation application is designed to improve safety by restricting lane changing
when a hazard such as snow is detected, which reduces visibility thus making overtaking more
dangerous. With the exception of a 25% penetration level where a very slight increase has been
observed, Figure 27 shows that the number of lane changes per km travelled, reduces as the
penetration of CVs on the network increases and thus the application is successful in causing a
reduction in lane changes across all vehicles in the network.
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Figure 26 - Lane changes with Speed Harmonisation
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Additionally, when only considering a southbound section of the M32 the number of lane changes
per vehicle shows the same effects to a greater extent. As can be seen in Figure 28, the number of
lane changes per vehicle on the M32 southbound reduces by 88% when comparing no CVs and 100%
CVs.
Figure 27 - Number of lane changes per vehicle on southbound M32 - All vehicles
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Based on the analysis of delay time, average speed and number of lane changes, it can be
concluded that in general the greater the penetration level of CVs in the network, the greater the
positive impacts of Speed Harmonisation on the network. This is due to a faster rate of message
propagation and a greater number of vehicles which receive behavioural change requests from the
network at higher CV penetration levels (i.e. 25% and beyond).
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Summary and Conclusions
The main aim of Flourish WP4.6 was to develop a simulation environment where data in the traffic
network is utilised for actionable and optimised tasks. The combination of the V2X Framework
developed by Aimsun and the connected vehicle applications developed by Atkins has enabled the
simulation of connected vehicle and connected infrastructure communications. Furthermore, the
results obtained from testing the CACC and Speed Harmonisation within simulations based on realworld networks and traffic demand inputs, demonstrate the ability of vehicle communication
applications to deliver optimised actions using data transferred between vehicles.
The wider objectives of WP4.6 were:


To understand how to enable information from vehicles to be aggregated and captured by
other vehicles and the network;



To create a network that understands and analyses information within the traffic network and
implements changes based on this information; and



To design a framework that enables CAVs to move collaboratively based on the information
from local CAVs;

The continued development of the V2X Framework by Aimsun, and the iterative development of
the CACC and Speed Harmonisation applications, built on-top of the V2X Framework, has built a
detailed understanding of the impacts of information exchange between vehicles and
infrastructure. The iterative process of development and testing the CV applications has also
indicated the key challenges faced when implementing actions onto CVs. While the simulation
environment provides an idealised version of a real-world CV enabled road network, many of the
challenges faced in creating CV applications, are similar to those that would be faced in a realworld application. The experience gained from this work package provides insight into how CVs at
different penetration rates will affect the road networks of the future.
Overall the results gathered from testing the applications at a range of CV penetration rates in the
simulation models, suggest that the expected network-level benefits could be achieved in a CVenabled network (an important example of this is the effect the speed harmonisation application
on lane changing). Therefore, at this point it is critical to continue exploring and understanding
the capabilities and impacts of vehicle connectivity and all relevant applications to a greater
extent in order to inform planning of future transport infrastructure and traffic operations.
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Appendix A. Development of an Appraisal
Framework
Background
The use of transport technology and application of Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) has
traditionally required public sector investment. The advent of connected and autonomous vehicles
will have some impact on this; for example, much of the required technology will be in-vehicle and
will therefore be paid for by consumers and fleet operators. However, it is still likely that significant
public sector investment will be required for enabling technologies, and to ensure the outcomes are
in keeping with transport, environmental, economic and social strategies.
Use cases for AV and C-ITS technologies must be practical and achievable. It is therefore important
to consider the relative merits of different deployments, and to perform a functional appraisal of
the benefits. This is the sort of assessment that would be required to put in place a robust business
case for public sector investment. Additionally, it forms the basis for prioritising the different
applications developed in this project.

Public sector spending in transportation
The HM Treasury Green Book 7 provides guidance on appraisal and evaluation for public sector
spending. The five-case model – covering strategic, economic, commercial, financial and
management – provides a framework for the development of a business case. The economic case is
a key component of this, with quantitative evaluation of benefits associated across a range of
different categories.
The Department for Transport provides guidance on the approach to quantitatively and qualitatively
appraise the direct and indirect impacts of transport schemes. The impacts described in Table 8 are
usually termed user benefits, in that they relate directly to the transport market.
Table 8 - Appraisal of impacts (from WebTAG unit A1.1)

7

Category of impact

Impacts that are
typically monetised

Impacts that can be
monetised but are
not reported

Economy

Business users and
private sector
providers (including
revenues)

Reliability impact on
business users
Wider economic
impacts

Impacts that it is
currently not feasible
or practical to
monetise

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/685903/The_Green_Book.pdf
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Category of impact

Impacts that are
typically monetised

Impacts that can be
monetised but are
not reported

Impacts that it is
currently not feasible
or practical to
monetise

Environment

Noise
Air quality
Greenhouse gases

Landscape

Townscape
Historic environment
Biodiversity
Water environment

Social

Community and other
users
Accidents
Physical activity
Journey quality

Reliability impact on
commuting and other
users
Option and non-use
values

Security
Access to services
Affordability
Severance

Public Accounts

Cost to broad
transport budget
Indirect tax revenues

Benefits in non-transport markets – wider economic impacts – are also available from transport
expenditure. These include productivity/agglomeration impacts, labour markets and land-use.
Worthwhile investment in CAV-enabling and C-ITS infrastructure will require a robust business case.
The simulations carried out as part of Flourish can provide a sensible evidence base for the impact
of these measures, and the necessary input to a quantitative evaluation of benefits.

Measures of performance and success
Outside of broader (and larger) investment in infrastructure, the performance of the road network
is evaluated on a day-to-day basis. This can also be used as a means of both providing a baseline,
and for assessing the impact of an AV, CAV, C-ITS or other technology intervention.
Traditional measures of road network performance are time-based metrics, such as delay, average
speed, capacity and journey time. Capacity is generally defined as the maximum attainable flow
(expressed as vehicles or passenger-car units per unit time). Delay is understood as the difference
between the theoretically attainable travel time and the achieved travel time. The theoretically
attainable travel time already incorporates geometric delay (i.e. slowing down for corners), and
therefore the metric captures delay caused by congestion and traffic control systems. Increasingly,
journey time measurements are supplemented with a quantification of journey time reliability (often
as the standard deviation of journey time), which gives an indication of the measure of spread in
addition to central tendency.
Whilst these metrics are useful, they are often overly simplistic to fully evaluate the impact of an
intervention. In this case, a broader range of areas of interest are required.
For example, Highways England considers a group of key performance indicators (KPIs), supported
by performance indicators (PIs) to both give guidance on the performance of the network, and to
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guide long-term strategy for roads investment. Some example key performance areas and the
associated key performance indicators are shown in Table 9.
Table 9 - Key Performance Areas (from Highways England Operators Metrics Manual)

Key performance area

Key performance indicator
(KPI)

Performance indicators (not
exhaustive)

Making the Network Safer

Number of killed or seriously
injured on the strategic road
network

Incident numbers, casualty
numbers, accident frequency
rate

Supporting the Smooth Flow of
Traffic

Percentage of the SRN
available to traffic
Percentage of motorway
incidents cleared within one
hour

Planning Time Index
(reliability of journeys)
Average Speed
Traffic Volume

Encouraging Economic Growth

Average delay (time lost per
vehicle per mile)

Planning application response
time
Delay by route

Delivering Better
Environmental Outcomes

Mitigation of Noise Important
Areas
Delivery of improved
biodiversity
Number of new and upgraded
crossings

Supply chain GHG emissions
Flooding hotspots mitigated

Helping Cyclists, Walkers and
other Vulnerable Users of the
Network

Vulnerable user causalities
Annual Cycling Programme
delivery

Crucially, these key performance indicators are a mixture of objective measurement on continuous
scales, and of qualitative and subjective evaluation of performance against set criteria. Through
evaluating across a range of categories – environment, safety, other road users – in addition to
standard measures of traffic performance, a more balanced view is sought.
Similarly, local road operators (local authorities, metropolitan areas and Transport for London)
report on traditional metrics alongside those related to safety, environment and user satisfaction.

A multi-criteria analysis for evaluation of network interventions
A multi-criteria analysis (or multi-criteria decision analysis, MCDA) is a decision-making system for
complex situations with the potential for conflicting objectives and outcomes. It is not the intention
of MCA to quantify all components (such as in the case of cost-benefit analysis), but rather to take
account (and give weight to) multiple criteria for analysis. Given the embryonic nature of transport
technology, and in particular of CAV and connected infrastructure technologies, an MCA is a useful
framework for acknowledging uncertainty and qualitative evaluation.
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There are a number of different ways in which an MCA can be deployed. This may be a
straightforward evaluation of different categories, an explicit prioritisation according to category of
outcome, or a more complex hierarchy of choice. Figure 28 shows such an example; alternatives are
judged against specific criteria and according to their strategic alignment with a specific focus.
Figure 28 - Choice hierarchy (from Barford & Leleur, 20148)

Level 2 contains the categories ultimately used for decision making. These may be judged equally,
or may have a weighting. Different applications (i.e. the alternatives shown in Level 3) can be
considered objectively against criteria and then analysed in depth to help inform choice.
Given the range of applications and scenarios, a more straightforward approach is taken to defining
an appraisal framework. This is summarised in Table 10.
Table 10 - Appraisal Criteria

Criteria for Use Case N
Application in a given scenario
A

Traffic Network Capacity and Performance

Impact on delay, journey time and reliability

B

Transport Demand and Mobility

Impact on travel choices and induced
demand

C

Environmental Performance

Impact on local air quality, noise and GHG

D

Safety

Impact on vehicle and NMU safety

E

Financial Sustainability

Impact for ongoing maintenance and revenue

These criteria are not exhaustive. In particular, the potential impact of CAVs on social inclusion,
urban realm / ‘livability’ and accessibility have not been explicitly captured. It is argued that these

8

http://orbit.dtu.dk/files/104276012/DTU_Transport_Compendium_Part_2_MCDA_.pdf
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are not specific to the use cases explored in WP4.6, and therefore an evaluation does not serve any
purpose.
Furthermore, it is recognised that the cost element refers to ongoing financial sustainability only
and does not account for capital expenditure. This is a highly uncertain area and may unfairly
prejudice some solutions where costs are not understood.
The scoring criteria are set out in Table 11. It is arguable that a middle value is undesirable; however,
given the potential for “no impact” in a given category, this is considered appropriate.
Table 11 - Scoring Criteria

-2

Highly undesirable

-1

Undesirable

0

No impact / Negligible impacts / Mixed impacts

1

Desirable

2

Highly desirable

Application of this appraisal framework is not a substitute for formal, quantitative modelling, but
provides a means of evaluating and prioritising use cases before further work.
A final consideration will be given to the likely ease of implementing the use case within the
simulation environment. This is a practical approach, enabling maximisation of available project
time of complete use cases.
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Appendix B. Data Flow
The Intelligent Transport Network is also referred to Vehicular ad-hoc Network (VANET), which is
the network created spontaneously by connected vehicles in proximity to each other so that
information can be relayed among the vehicles.
VANET includes both Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communication
architectures. It is formed as vehicles detect each other within the range, so that they can
exchange information about their current location and activities. VANET can also include a static
wireless station in the infrastructure, which may then link the traffic management system to the
vehicles in the area. The term ITS-Station (ITS-S) is used in VANET which standards for the devices
connected to the VANET, which could be vehicle ITS-S (such as connected vehicles), roadside ITS-S
(such as Road Side Units (RSU)) or personal ITS-S (such as smart phones).
The standardisation of VANET protocol stacks is taking place in the U.S by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and in Europe by European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI).
In 2012, the amendment IEEE 802.11p9 was enrolled into the existing IEEE 802.11 to add wireless
access in vehicular environment (WAVE) to the standard for implementing wireless local area
network (WLAN). This forms the basis for the ITS-G5 standard by ETSI for the Europe, which is to
support the vehicular communication within the 5.9 GHz frequency band. The ETSI ITS-G5 standard
also specifies the messages to be distributed within the ITS-G5 (802.11p) network, which includes:
o

Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM);

o

Decentralised Environmental Notification Message (DENM);

o

Signal Phase And Timing Extended Message (SPATEM);

o

MAP (topology) Extended Message (MAPEM); and

o

Infrastructure to Vehicle Information Message (IVIM).

These messages will be available for the ITS-Stations in the VANET, which will be the data
available and be used by the Rules Engines. This section is going to explain the information within
each message.

CAM
Cooperative Awareness Message (CAM) is the message exchanged in the VANET between ITS-Ss (ITS
stations) to create and maintain awareness of each other and to support cooperative performance
in the road network. A CAM contains status and attribute information of the originating ITS-S. For
vehicle ITS-Ss the status information includes time, position, motion state, activated systems, etc.
and the attribute information includes data about the dimension, vehicle type and role in the road
9

https://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/802.11p-2010.html
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traffic. In short it is a basic service message describing a vehicle state broadcast at frequent
intervals (1 to 10 times per second). The general structure of a CAM is shown in Figure 29.
Figure 29 - General Structure of a CAM

(Source: ETSI EN 302 637-2)

The detailed specification of a CAM is available in ETSI EN 302 637-2. The information of the
originating ITS-S is stored in each container:
o

Basic Container – type of the originating ITS-S and its latest geographic position;

o

LF (Low Frequency) Container – static or slow-changing vehicle data including dimension
of the vehicle, exterior lights and path history; and

o

HF (High Frequency) Container – all fast-changing status information such as heading,
speed, acceleration and lane number.

All information in the containers in CAM will be generated by the vehicles (either from a device in
real-world situation or in simulation environment) and will be passed to the VRE to determine the
triggering/terminating condition of the pre-defined rules.

DENM
Decentralized Environmental Notification Messages (DENMs) are mainly used by the Cooperative
Road Hazard Warning (RHW) application in order to alert road users of any detected events. The
RHW application is an event-based application, describing the vehicle state and the reason for the
transmission.
The detailed specification can be found in ETSI TS 102 637-3, and the general structure of a DENM
is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 - General Structure of a DENM

(Source: ETSI TS 102 637-3)

A DENM will include three containers to describe the event:
o

Management Container – general information of the message, including ID of the ITS-S
who generate the DENM, data version, reliability and expiry time;

o

Situation Container – information that describes the detected event and its potential
impact; and

o

Location Container – event position, location referencing and the relevance area of the
event.

DENM Messages are triggered by driving errors (e.g. traffic violations), external conditions
(weather, roadworks, congestion), extreme driving (emergency braking, accident call) or may be
trigged by an RSU if it detects a collision risk. The general processing procedure of a RHW use case
is as follows:
o

Step 1 – Upon detection of an event that corresponds to a RHW use case, the ITS station
immediately broadcasts a DENM to other ITS stations located inside a geographical area;

o

Step 2 – The transmission of a DENM is repeated with a certain frequency;

o

Step 3 – This DENM broadcasting persists as long as the event is present; and

o

Step 4 – ITS stations, which receive the DENMs, process the information and decide to
present appropriate warnings or information to users.

Some examples are shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31 - Triggering and Termination Condition of DENM Sending

(Source: ETSI TS 102 637-3)

Since the simulation environment will not automatically generate driving errors or other external
conditions, such as weather and roadworks, these situations will be coded as specific scenarios to
be tested, and DENM will be generated by the scenario and passed to the NRE and VRE.

SPATEM
Signal Phase and Timing Extended Messages (SPATEMs) are messages to describe the signal state of
an intersection and time remaining for each stage. SPATEM is defined in SAE J2735 in Annex H, and
its generation, transmission and reception is managed by the Traffic Light Manoeuvre (TLM) service
of the infrastructure.
The TLM service is the services provided by infrastructure and instantiated in an ITS-Station to
inform the operational states of the traffic signal controller in real time, which is described in ETSI
TS 103 301. An illustrative diagram for signalling status in a signalised junction is shown in Figure
32.
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Figure 32 - Signal Status of Maneuvers in an Intersection

(Source: ETSI TS 103 301)

Implementing SPATEM messages in a signalised junction provides information for CAVs to better
collaborate with the infrastructure. CAVs can make use of the real-time SPATEM messages to
improve decision making, and applications can be classified (see e.g. IntelliDrive Pooled Fund
Study10) into three main categories:
o

Intersection Safety;

o

Transit System Operations Management; and

o

Traffic System Operations Management.

The simulation environment developed will be modelling the broadcast and the receiving of the
SPATEM messages, and the Rules Engine will then receive and process the available information
and create intelligence for CAVs to account for the SPATEM messages.

MAPEM
MAP (topology) Extended Messages (MAPEMs) are messages to describe the road and lane topology,
defined in SAE J2735. It is also able to support CAVs identify the intersection when receive SPATEM
messages.
The MAPEM messages are available in the Road and Lane Topology (RLT) service instantiated in ITSStations, and the generation, transmission and reception of MAPEM information is managed by RLT
services as one instantiation service from ITS-Station. An example lane topology and corresponding
connection of an intersection is shown in Figure 33Figure 33.

10

http://www.cts.virginia.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/PFS_SPAT99_Final.pdf
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Figure 33 - Lane Topology and Corresponding Connection

(Source: ETSI TS 103 301)

IVIM
Infrastructure to Vehicle Information Messages (IVIMs) are the messages generated by the
infrastructure to support mandatory and advisory road signage such as contextual speeds and road
works warnings.
IVIM will be disseminated only by roadside ITS-S (RSU) to all other ITS-S within the broadcast range.
In FLOURISH, it is assumed that the message from the NRE to local CAVs will be in the IVIMs, in
order to provide better routing and destination advisories, on the basis of the collected,
aggregated and processed information from local ITS-Stations. These advisories are computed by
the Network AI Unit (NAU), which is the data processing brain of the NRE, as well as the defined
objective functions.
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Appendix C. V2X SDK
V2X
The V2X core framework implemented in Aimsun Next is designed to add communications
simulation to a dynamic traffic model to simulate the passing of messages between connected
vehicles in an ad-hoc network and between connected vehicles and a Road-Side Unit (RSU) as part
of the traffic management infrastructure. Within each vehicle, a programmer will use the classes
and methods developed with the V2X Software Development Kit (SDK) to collect these messages
and use them to modify the behaviour of the vehicle. Within each RSU, the programmer will
similarly collect messages from vehicles within range of that RSU and either process them locally
or relay them to a central Traffic Management Centre (TMC) which may then derive a co-ordinated
set of management responses to be relayed to vehicles via the V2X framework, or by conventional
ITS mechanisms.
The V2X core framework is therefore intended to enable simulation of collaborative behaviour
between vehicles through communication and also simulate co-ordinated behaviour through
management centre controls which are based on a rich data flow from connected vehicles and ITS
infrastructure road-side units.
The V2X SDK provides the programmer with a means of accessing the core framework, adding
methods to implement the V2X related actions in vehicles and infrastructure and adding new
messages to the system to develop innovative connected vehicle applications.

V2X SDK
The V2X SDK is a new programming interface, developed as a plugin to Aimsun Next and released
as a “Technology Preview” in Aimsun Next V8.4 in 2019. It is programmer’s interface to the V2X
Framework implemented in Aimsun Next to pass messages between connected devices and act
upon them. The V2X SDK enables the analyst to model a VANet within a simulation and implement
“Rules Engines” for vehicles and for RSUs that act on the messages delivered to each of these
connected agents. The SDK is written in C++ and provides template classes necessary to develop
the objects required to simulate a VAnet and implement the actions from the V2X communications.

Simulating with V2X
A Vehicle Ad Hoc Network (VANet) is an ephemeral network spontaneously created by a collection
of connected vehicles in proximity to each other or in proximity to a similarly connected road-side
unit (RSU). The communications are generically referred to as V2V for Vehicle to Vehicle
communications, V2I for Vehicle to Infrastructure communications, or, when both are operating
together, V2X communications. Implementing a VANet in an Aimsun Next simulation therefore
requires that object types to create, transmit, and act upon messages are implemented in the
simulation, and are also that the implementation allows the objects to be extended to allow new,
innovative, V2X systems to be simulated and tested.
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The components of a VANet simulation in Aimsun Next are:










Message: The messages passed between vehicles and the RSUs. Some of the common
standardised message types, as described in Appendix B have been supplied in the Aimsun
Next developments. The list of messages is however extensible, such that when new types
of message are required for experimental applications, these may be added by creating a
new message type, based on the V2X Message template.
Channel: The communications channel is the simulated representation of the radio
hardware and protocols that provide communications between vehicles. Typically, this may
be a 5G Cell based communications network, or a Wi-Fi based protocol such as IEEE
802.11p. The default channel object implements a simple range-based message passing
object with a stochastic probability of successful transmission. If the proposed modelling
exercise requires that more detailed simulation of the communications channel is provided;
i.e. one that includes the operation of the protocol that determines how vehicles join and
leave a VANet or how the signal strength varies with urban geography, then a more complex
channel may be programmed and substituted for the basic channel.
On-Board Unit (OBU). The OBU provides the receiver and transmitter in a vehicle, with the
proportion of vehicles equipped with each type of OBU defined by the Vehicle Type. Each
OBU is capable of using one or more channels to receive one or more message types on
each channel.
Road-Side Unit (RSU): The RSU is the "I" component of the Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I)
communications network. An RSU has a physical location, connections to signals, detectors,
and VMS signs, a set of V2X channels it is able to use, and a set of message types it is able
to transmit and receive. It may also communicate with a Traffic Management Centre as one
of a network of similar devices.
Traffic Management Centre (TMC): The Traffic Management Centre is the integrator of the
data from multiple RSUs and the initiator of co-ordinated signal control and traffic
management actions. It communicates to the RSUs via a separate channel type which may
be based on wired links or dedicated radio channels. This is a different channel to the
VANet channel.

The relationship between the components is shown in Error! Reference source not found. 34. The
multiple OBUs embedded in the vehicles and RSUs exchange data via a channel using pre-defined
message types. The RSUs may also exchange data with a TMC on a different channel type.
Depending on range and connectivity, vehicles then form ad-hoc VANets based on a common
channel.
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Figure 34 - VANet Simulation Components

Communications Channels
Simulation of a V2X communications network to accurately reproduce the transmission of every
packet of data, to model the channel contention, the data encapsulation in routing and connection
protocols, and to model the electromagnetic effects of the urban landscape on transmission is a
complex task which potentially requires significant computing resources. The principle behind the
Aimsun Next V2X framework is to focus on the application of V2X communications as realised in the
actions of a traffic management centre, the road-side units and the individual connected vehicles.
The channel objects in the V2X framework simulate the transmission medium, in effect the radio
technology in use, and the on-board units in vehicles and the road-side units situated in the
network simulate the transmission modules. The default implementations of these V2X components
is a simplified representation of reality, for example, packet losses in a radio broadcast are
simulated with a stochastic probability rather than by actually evaluating which particular packets
are in contention. Similarly, the act of joining and leaving a VANet is simplified by assuming it is
simply a function of range rather than being established by a negotiated membership protocol.
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In reality transmission is more complex with electromagnetic effects of diffraction and reflection
affecting the signal. There are also protocols which determine how each transmitter reacts if it
detects that its transmission has collided with a simultaneous transmission from another device;
whether it should retransmit, and if so, when. These aspects of radio-based communications are
complex, and a true simulation would be computationally intensive. Hence in the V2X framework
in Aimsun Next, a simplified model has been adopted
If the more complex aspects of VANets are vital to the study being undertaken, then the design of
the V2X SDK allows the default V2X components to be substituted with user supplied components,
and C++ code written to provide the capability required for the study.

Data Flow
A typical data flow in a model developed to assess traffic management techniques may be:








Vehicles exchange data between themselves and an RSU in a local area using standardised
defined messages (i.e. CAM) using communications channels shared between the type of
OBU on the vehicles and the RSU.
The RSUs perform some local processing in the RSU “Rules Engine” and issue both
standardised messages in their local area on the same vehicle-oriented communication
channels and also some vendor specific aggregated messages sent to the TMC on other
channels dedicated to management communications.
The TMC evaluates the information from multiple RSUs. Its actions are relayed back to the
equipped vehicles in the traffic network via the RSUs and also implemented using signal
control and ITS.
The "Vehicle Rules Engine" takes the V2X data from other vehicles and from the RSUs and
adds this to the vehicle's existing knowledge of the traffic network taken from traffic
signals, ITS, and from the vehicles in its vicinity. The Rules Engine then influences the
vehicle's behaviour.

V2X GUI
The V2X framework in Aimsun Next requires objects created by the user and linked to each other
to relay messages between agents and to position the RSUs in the traffic network.

Creating and Editing a Channel
A new channel using the default V2X SDK channel type can be created from the Aimsun Project
menu. Different channels of this type may be created for different applications, each of which can
carry a different set of message types. Channels may be:



Short range, high loss: A Radio V2V communications channel in a crowded urban area.
Long range, zero loss: A Land-line based communications channel between RSUs and the
TMC.

Channels appear in the Project Window as shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35 - Channel List

The properties of the channel are:





Latency: The delay in packet transmission.
Range: The range of transmission, in effect determining which vehicles communicate with
each other. The range is defined as the measured distance between vehicles, regardless of
their connectivity by road network and regardless of any obstacles that may affect
transmission.
Packet Loss: The percentage of packets which are not received. If this value is greater than
0%, then this value gives the probability of a packet being discarded, to simulate nondelivery.

The channel editor is shown in Error! Reference source not found.6.
Figure 36 - Channel Editor

The list of available channels will appear in the editors for the transmitting and receiving agents,
the OBUs and the RSUs.

Creating and Editing an On-board Unit
A new OBU can be created from the Aimsun Project menu and edited to specify which channels
and messages are available. The OBU editor is used to then select which channels are used by the
transmitter and which message types are sent on that channel. The list of message types is derived
from the list of standardised message types provided in the default V2X SDK and those created by
the programmer for a specific project.
Finally, the number of vehicles of each vehicle type is set. In Figure 37, 12% of cars that could be
equipped with Wi-Fi are so equipped. When a vehicle is created of that type, it has a 12%
probability of being a connected vehicle. This parameter allows the analyst to investigate the
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efficiency of a connected vehicle application and how it depends on the proportion of the fleet
being able to participate in the VANet.
Figure 37 - Editing the OBU

Creating and Editing the Road-side Unit
An RSU is a physical device which communicates through the same channels as the vehicle OBUs
and exchanges the same messages, but is anchored at a specific location and has a defined range
of communication. An RSU may be linked to one or more nodes in the network so that the V2X SDK
code attached to each RSU is then able to access the nodes specifically attached to this RSU. An
RSU is created using the RSU tool by defining the location and communications radius of the RSU.
The RSU editor allocates channels and messages to the RSU in the same way as the OBU does for a
vehicle. These channels and messages define the data exchange between the vehicles and the
management infrastructure. Note that the set of messages exchanged between RSU and vehicles is
not necessarily the same set as those exchanged between vehicles.
The RSU editor also lists the objects that are connected to the RSU which may be a Node
representing a signalised junction, a Detector providing local flow and speed data, or a Variable
Message Sign (VMS) used to relay ITS messages to all vehicles, not just connected vehicles.
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Figure 38 - RSU Editor

Creating and Editing a Traffic Management Centre
A TMC is an aggregator of information received by a set of RSUs. Its role is to process data from the
RSUs and manage the network through V2X messages that it instructs an RSU to relay, or by
creating conventional ITS actions.
A TMC is a control centre which is not required to be in the modelled area, and hence, has no
location or visual representation and may even be cloud based. It therefore only exists in the
Project Window for the model as shown in Error! Reference source not found.39.
Figure 39 - TMC

The TMC editor lists channels and messages in the same way as for the OBUS and the RSUs to
define the common channel and messages that form the communications between the RSUs and
the TMC. It also lists the RSUs that it is connected to, shown in Error! Reference source not
found. 40.
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Figure 40 - TMC Connections

Finally, to link the TMC to an Aimsun Scenario and put it in the list of objects that are include in
the V2X SDK call-backs to receive messages, the TMC must be specified in the Scenario Editor. This
will then include the TMC in all Experiments run for that Scenario (Error! Reference source not
found. 41).
Figure 41 - Including the TMC in the Scenario

V2X Programming
The V2X SDK departs from the functional programming used in most of the Aimsun Next API. It uses
object-oriented concepts to enable the programmer to develop new classes for objects such as
Messages and Rules Engines which are based on template classes. A programmer using the V2X SDK
should be familiar with these concepts in C++.
One of the key concepts use in the V2X SDK is class inheritance. A template class is used to provide
the structure of a type of object and specialised classes inherit methods and data from the
template. For example: the V2X::Thing class shown in Error! Reference source not found. 42 is
the template and the V2X::Embedded1,2,3, classes are specialisations of that template, supplied
in the V2X plugin. Each of the classes for specific types inherit the methods and data of the
V2X::Thing and each adds to it the methods and data specific to that message type.
The V2X::UserSupplied class defines an object of the same type developed for a specific
application. When in use, the object is described as a “Thing” and therefore, there is no extra
work required in the core of the V2X system to enable new user supplied objects of that type to be
used.
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Figure 42 - V2X Message Class Inheritance

The V2X SDK defines the following set of template classes which are designed to be specialised for
a specific application:




The V2X::Framework class,
the V2X::Message class, and
the V2X::RulesEngine class.

The complete documentation for the SDK classes including graphs of the class hierarchy and the
list of methods for each class is included in the SDK installation and should be regarded as the
prime source for programming information as it is directly generated from the V2X source code. It
is accessed using a web browser.
Figure 43 - V2X SDK Class Documentation

V2X:Framework Class
This is the template class for V2X project management. The V2X:FlourishFramework class is based
on this template class. The new class must supply the setup function to initialise the V2X system as
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the Flourish V2X plugin is loaded and a destructor function which runs at the end of the simulation
to close any external links and output any summary data as the V2X::FlourishFramework object is
destroyed.
The setup method for the framework class is used to create and register new message types, add
attributes to vehicles or road-side units to enable them to hold information about their V2X
activity, and create and register new communications channel types with more, or different,
functionality than the default type supplied in the V2X core framework.
Figure 44 - Framework Class Inheritance

The V2X::Framework class contains four virtual functions called during the simulation:





arrivalNewVehicle: Called when a vehicle enters the simulation.
removedVehicle: Called when a vehicle leaves the simulation.
preUpdate: Called at the beginning of each simulation step.
postUpdate: Called at the end of each simulation step.

These four functions are called at significant events in the simulation: as vehicles enter and leave
and before and after every timestep. The actions implemented for the Flourish framework would
be:






On new vehicle event:
o Set up any initialisation data for the rules engine which will control the new vehicle.
On vehicle leaving event:
o Log any cumulative data about V2X related activity for that vehicle.
On preUpdate event:
o Gather data which may be relevant to the V2X communications:
 From other ITS systems operating in the simulation.
 Network status, proxying the data available in a traffic control centre.
On postUpdate event:
o Perform any actions determined using V2X data.
o Give information to other ITS systems operating in the simulation.

V2X::RulesEngine Class
The V2X::RulesEngine class is the template class for a Rules Engine. The V2X::FlourishRulesEngine
class inherits the V2X::RulesEngine class and implements the action methods according to the
project requirements.
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Figure 45 - Rules Engine Class Inheritance

A V2X::FlourishRulesEngine class is required for each of the device types used in the simulation.
These are created as the V2X::FlourishFramework class is loaded as the Aimsun document is read.
An object of the appropriate Rules Engine class is created for each connected vehicle, RSU and
TMC. The Rules Engine object may therefore hold state information about itself or the agent (i.e.
the vehicle) that the device is associated with. For example, a Rules Engine may hold the time it
last transmitted an information message and the content of that message and will not transmit
another until either a fixed time has passed, or the information has changed significantly.
The Rules Engine has two main user defined methods:



evaluate: Called before the timestep is executed. This method delivers all the incoming
messages to each simulation agent and is used to gather data.
performActions: Called after the timestep has been executed. This method is used to
implement any actions required by the agent connected to the device.

These methods are called at every time step for every device in the simulation.

V2X::Message Class
This is template class for V2X messages. The standard ETSI messages are as specialisations of this
class and their implementation provides full compatibility with the standard. The messages only
include CAM, SPATEM and MAPEM at present although more messages (IVIM) will be added in the
future development.
The list of Message types may be extended by creating a new class that inherits the V2X::Message
template an adds its own data to the new message, for example the V2X::FlourishMessage as
shown in Figure 46. As the V2X::FlourishMessage inherits the signature of the V2X::Message class,
and as the message object passed between agents is a V2X::Message, there is no extra overhead
required in the V2X framework to relay messages of type VX::FlourishMessage and the system may
be extended to include multiple custom message types.
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Figure 46 - Message Class Inheritance

Workflow
The workflow required to develop a VANet simulation in Aimsun Next with the V2X SDK is
therefore:
Editing
When editing the simulation model:







Create one or more OBU types and allocate them to the vehicle types.
Position the RSUs in the model.
If there is a link to a network control system, create the TMC to represent it in the
simulation.
Create Channels with the specified loss and latency.
Link the Channels to the OBUs and RSUs that use them and to the TMC
For each Channel and OBU or RSU, specify which message types are conveyed.

This creates the links between the objects shown in Figure 46 and determines the message paths in
the VANet and to the infrastructure RSUs and TMC.
V2X SDK Coding
When coding the custom V2X module using the V2X SDK write methods to:




Initialisation
o

Create any necessary customised Message Types.

o

Create the Rules Engines for the connected agents.

At each simulation timestep for the framework
o



Implement the Framework call-back methods required to manage the V2X simulation
overall.

For each vehicle
o

Implement the call-back method to be called as it enters the traffic network, typically
this will set up the V2X state in the vehicle.

o

Implement the call-back method to be called as it finishes its trip.
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At each simulation timestep for all connected agents (vehicles, RSUs, TMC)
o

Implement the “evaluate” call-back to receive and process the V2X messages prior to
the timestep.

o

Implement the “performActions” call-back to undertake any V2X related actions, which
may include sending V2X messages, after the timestep has completed.

Flourish Framework
Specifically, in the context of the Flourish project:








For the vehicle rules engine prior to the timestep:
o

Obtain its status from its sensors, hereafter referred to as “Perception”;

o

Obtain information from V2X messages.

o

Take the tactical and strategic decisions using all information coming from perception
and communication process, hereafter referred to as “Planning”.

For the vehicle rules engine after the timestep
o

Execute a set of tactical and strategic decisions, hereafter referred to as “Execution”.

o

Communicate its status, hereafter referred to as “Communication”;

For the RSU rules engine prior to the timestep:
o

Receive messages from in-range vehicles on its associated channels.

o

Gather information from the hardware it is connected to (e.g., lights, signal status…).

o

Consolidate that information and relay it to the TMC via the appropriate channel using a
potentially proprietary message format.

o

Receive data from the TMC.

For the RSU rules engine after the timestep:
o

Transmit messages to in-range vehicles on its associated channels.
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